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The most important thing in leadership !
is the leader;  

The most important part of the leader !
is his or her heart;  

And the most important connection !
to a leader’s heart is God. 

— by Ken Blanchard and Phil Hodges !
!Lead Like Jesus"!
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!Leaders are born and made" 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-�O2Service.³$ 
-ÂÃ2Help. 

-·J2Servant.³$ 
-ÂÃJ/J2Helper.  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Leaders must learn to obey before they have !
the privilege of asking others to obey them. !

!
by Dr. Warren W. Wiersbe!
!On Being a Leader for God" 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He revealed his character to Moses !

and his deeds to the people of Israel.!
!

»78À~9:;7, NLTÁ  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-DT2Vision. 

-íE2Mission. 

-eF2Direction. 

-eG2Way.
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You were like sheep that wandered away, !
but now you have come back to the Shepherd !

and Overseer of your souls. 

»Om0PÀ�25, NCVÁ 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9c�-Do the right things.2 
êc�-Do the things right.  
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Fools think their own way is right, !
but the wise listen to others. 

»fEÀ��15, NLTÁ 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If you wait for perfect conditions, !
you will never get anything done. 

»vuPÀ�~4, NLTÁ  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If you get too far ahead of the army, your 
soldiers may mistake you for the enemy.!
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by Dr. Warren W. Wiersbe !
!On Being a Servant of God"
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The most essential quality for leadership !
is not perfection, but credibility.!
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by Pastor Rick Warren !
!The Purpose Driven Life"
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Christian leaders are people who, by faith, 
willingly use their character, abilities, authority, 

and opportunities to serve others !
and to help them reach their fullest potential, !

to their benefit, the benefit of the organization, 
and the glory of God.!

by Dr. Warren W. Wiersbe !
!On Being a Leader for God"
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Successful leaders !
learn from both study and experience, !

and they find great fulfillment !
in seeing their co-workers !

discover and develop their own skills !
as they serve together.!

by Dr. Warren W. Wiersbe !
!On Being a Leader for God"!
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